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ABSTRACT
Application launching times in embedded systems are more
crucial than in general-purpose systems since the response
times of embedded applications are significantly affected by
the launching times. As general-purpose operating systems
are increasingly used in embedded systems, reducing appli-
cation launching times are one of the most influential factors
for performance improvement. In order to reduce the appli-
cation launching times, three factors should be considered at
the same time: relocation time, symbol resolution time, and
binary loading time. In this paper, we propose a new ap-
plication execution model using a combination of prelinking
and preloading to reduce the relocation, symbol resolution,
and binary load overheads at the same time. Such applica-
tion execution model is realized using fork and dlopen exe-
cution model instead of traditional fork and exec execution
model. We evaluate the performance effect of the proposed
fork and dlopen application execution model on a Linux-
based embedded system using XScale processor. By apply-
ing the proposed application execution model using both
prelinking and preloading, the application launching times
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are reduced up to 71% and relocation counts are reduced up
to 91% in the benchmark programs we used.
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ganization and Design—real-time systems and embedded sys-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamically linked applications have been increasingly

used in embedded systems as general purpose operating sys-
tems are adopted in embedded systems. As more diverse ap-
plications with significant sizes are installed for such embed-
ded systems, the portion of dynamically linked applications
increase accordingly. Therefore, the shared library process-
ing times including relocation, symbol resolution, and li-
brary image loading steps have substantial impact on the
overall application execution performance. For example, in
[1], the GNOME startup time analysis results show that the
most of the IO operations are due to shared library oper-
ations and around 65 % of non-contiguous IOs come from
library accesses.

Application launching overhead is more crucial in embed-
ded systems since the hardware performance of the embed-
ded systems is not comparable to the performance of general
purpose systems. Moreover, the prolonged launching times
could not be accepted in user-interactive consumer electron-
ics products since the response times of applications would
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directly affect the values of the products (i.e., the launch-
ing time of HTML or WAP browser in mobile phones, the
launching time of document viewer in PDAs and phones).
Optimizing such application launching times through effi-
cient handling of dynamically linked applications is neces-
sary in the products.

In this paper, we propose an application execution model
to reduce the handling cost of dynamically linked applica-
tions in launching applications: we perform relocation, sym-
bol resolution, and shared library binary loading in advance
before application execution. The prelinking (i.e., reloca-
tion and symbol resolution before application execution) and
preloading (i.e., shared library binary loading before execu-
tion) techniques are combined in an application execution
environment by modification of the existing dynamic linker.
In order to apply the combined techniques to the exist-
ing general purpose OS-based systems, the fork and dlopen
model is used for application execution instead of fork and
exec model. In the fork and dlopen model, the applications
are launched as shared objects by an application launcher
and the shared libraries needed to execute the applications
are prelinked and preloaded by the launcher.

The fork and dlopen application execution model with pre-
linking and preloading naturally gives a number of restric-
tions in launching and running applications. First, as we
mentioned above, the applications need to be changed to
shared objects and launched through dlopen. Second, most
of the applications in a system need to be covered by pre-
determined set of shared libraries so that additional shared
library loading would not be needed at run-time. Though
the factors mentioned above seem to impair the flexibility
of the system, the consumer electronics embedded systems
could well accept the application execution model due to
their characteristics. The consumer electronics products
such as smartphones, portable media players, and set-top
boxes normally have a centralized application launcher who
controls the launching and termination of other applications.
In addition, the shared libraries used by the applications
could be well predetermined since most of the applications
are fixed from factory configuration and additional applica-
tions would also utilize the already installed shared libraries.
Moreover, once the products boot and start to run, the prod-
ucts are rarely rebooted, but typically woken-up from sus-
pended modes. This would hide the launching time of the
application launcher itself and preloading times of shared
libraries since these are performed at boot time. Especially
for mobile phones, the system boot is normally accompanied
by subscriber registration process and thus the prolonged
launching time would not affect the user perception.

We implemented the application execution model in a
Linux-based embedded system with modification of dynamic
linker in GCC. We evaluated the performance improvement
of the fork and dlopen application execution model with the
previous fork and exec model using a number of benchmark
programs. Our experiments show that the launching times
of applications are reduced up to 71 %, relocation counts up
to 91 %, and the total execution times of applications are
improved up to 11.3 % by using the combination of prelink-
ing and preloading.

2. RELATED WORK
Efficiently linking programs has long been an important

issue in operating systems area. Dynamic linking draws a

number of issues in application execution performance. Ef-
ficient dynamic linking has been discussed and implemented
in single-address-space operating systems such as Mungi [5,
3] and Nemesis [12] and the dynamic linking scheme has
been used in Iguana project [4] which is a modified version
of Mungi and used for commercialized systems. Most of
the issues in dynamic linking in single address space have
been discussed in [5, 3, 12] and those discussions could be
well considered in general purpose operating systems. In
this paper, we aim at devising and evaluating a method for
efficient dynamic linking that could be practically used for
general purpose operating systems such as Linux.

Prelinking [8] is an ELF image translation to speed up
dynamic linking of ELF programs. It tries to remove sym-
bol resolutions of ELF programs by incorporating the simple
philosophy of the a.out binary format into the ELF format
without compromising its flexibility. That is, it assigns a
base address to which every shared library in the system
should be mapped, and according to the base addresses,
performs all symbol resolutions at link time. If there exists
a case where the base address assigned to a prelinked shared
library is already occupied by another shared library (e.g.,
when a non-prelinked library is already loaded to the base
address), all symbol resolutions performed at link time for
the prelinked library are cancelled at load time of the li-
brary, and the library is handled as a normal non-prelinked
ELF library; that is, the base address is dynamically de-
termined by the system, and the symbol resolutions occur
during the run time of the program. To make an effective
use of prelinking, it is important to cover as many shared
libraries as possible in system design phase, thus reducing
the possibility of non-prelinked libraries in system operating
phase.

On the other hand, fixed-up image caching [11] is an op-
erating system level technique developed in Spring OS to
speed up dynamic linking. The basic idea is to maintain a
cached copy of application executables and shared libraries,
once the corresponding applications are launched and ter-
minated. If an application has to be launched later, the
cached copy of the associated executable and shared libraries
is used. In this approach, it is important to assign a unique
base address to each shared library, in order not to main-
tain multiple copies of a single shared library due to different
base addresses. Since the approach requires large memory
space for image caching, it is not adequate for embedded
systems with no swap.

One final resort to completely avoid relocation, symbol
resolutions, and library loading is to come back to static
linking. In [2], static linking is revisited as an alternative
to dynamic linking, which is combined with a notion called
message digests to reduce the space overhead imposed by
static linking in terms of both memory and disk. However,
the space overhead of 40% relative to dynamic linking is too
high for general purpose OS-based embedded systems we
consider.

Recently, as general purpose OS-based embedded systems
are increasingly used, there has been an effort to address the
overheads of dynamic linking with a different application
execution model. This is quicklaunching [13], which adopts
the fork and dlopen model other than the traditional fork
and exec model. In this approach, a process called launcher
preloads all shared libraries that will be used in the system,
while completing relocations and symbol resolutions. This
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Figure 1: (a) fork/exec model vs. (b) fork/dlopen
model

way the launcher can guarantee to each application no over-
heads due to the shared libraries, except for the application
executable.

3. APPLICATION EXECUTION MODEL
In this section, we introduce the idea of preloading shared

libraries, which starts to be used in general-purpose OS
based embedded systems [13] but not quantitatively eval-
uated to the best of our knowledge. In such embedded sys-
tems, as more shared libraries of general-purpose systems
are adopted unmodified, it becomes more crucial to speed
up dynamic linking of ELF programs. Compared with pre-
linking, preloading is another complete mechanism to reduce
the overheads due to dynamic linking by changing the ap-
plication execution model from fork and exec to fork and
dlopen. As can be seen in Section 4, preloading can give us
a significant synergy, combined with prelinking.

3.1 fork-and-dlopen Execution Model
The traditional fork and exec model launches a new ap-

plication in two steps: first, a parent process such as shells
makes a child process by duplicating the address space via
fork, and then the child process modifies its address space
via exec. In the address space modification, the child process
completely destroys all memory segments inherited from the
parent process and maps a new ELF executable image and
the required shared libraries into the empty address space.
In this model, since loading of the shared libraries required
by the child process, relocation and symbol resolution should
occur for each single application, the application launching
time could be significant. To reduce the application launch-
ing time, prelinking can be used in this environment to re-
move relocation and symbol resolution.

However, the application launching time can be better ad-
dressed by the fork and dlopen model. The essential problem
of the fork and exec model is that the child process could
not utilize the inherited memory segments from the parent
process. If shared libraries of the child process are already
loaded in the parent’s address space, and all relevant reloca-
tion and symbol resolution are done in the parent context,
the child process would incur no overheads upon execution
due to the shared libraries. In this model, to preserve the
inherited memory segments, the child process should launch
the designated application image in form of an ELF shared

Preloading launcher

for (i=1;  i≤m;  i++)
preload lib-i.so;

Request 
to launch 

application-k
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fork( );
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Figure 2: The proposed framework

object as well, instead of the ELF executable. Thus the
child process loads the application image via dlopen, finds
the address of main via dlsym, and finally executes the ap-
plication by jumping to the address. To realize the fork and
dlopen model, the set of shared libraries used in the system
should be identified first, and be loaded into a common pro-
cess called launcher. Figure 1 contrasts the two application
execution model described above.

3.2 Overall Framework
Figure 2 shows the overall framework of our application

execution environment. We first identify all applications
used in the system and build them as shared objects (App-
1.so, App-2.so, ..., App-n.so). Next, for each application
image, we find all the dependent shared libraries by recur-
sively checking DT NEED entries1 in the dynamic section
of the ELF binary and determine the whole set of shared li-
braries used in the system (Lib-1.so, Lib-2.so, ..., Lib-m.so).
Next, we use the prelinker tool for both application bina-
ries and shared libraries to remove relocation and symbol
resolutions at run time of the applications.

With the above assumptions, we use the fork and dlopen
model for our launcher program. The launcher program
preloads all the shared libraries in advance, even if some
of them are not actually needed for the launcher program
itself. In a real embedded system such as smartphones, how-
ever, since the launcher program requires GUI interfaces like
other GUI applications, many of the shared libraries are
also utilized by the launcher program in practice. Next, the
launcher program waits for a request of launching an ap-
plication. When a user requests to execute an application
k, the launcher forks a child process, and the child process
invokes the application by loading the associated App-k.so
binary.

It should be noted that each application invocation incurs
almost no relocation and symbol resolution, since all appli-
cation binaries and shared libraries are already prelinked.
As we will see later, this leads to a significant performance
improvement. Moreover, since all shared libraries used in
the system are preloaded by the launcher process, we can
obtain further performance improvement over the fork and
exec model combined with prelinking.

Figure 3 shows the execution time decomposition of our
application execution model. Our model can be described
by four different phases:

1. launching phase of the launcher itself
2. preloading phase of the shared libraries

1Each entry contains the name of a dependent shared library
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Figure 3: Execution time decomposition

3. launching phase of a target application
4. running phase of a target application

The first phase is launching phase of the launcher it-
self, which can be reduced by applying prelinking to the
launcher’s binary. The second phase is preloading phase of
all the shared libraries used in the system, which performs
all relocations and symbol resolutions in advance that would
otherwise occur while each target application is running. It
is important that the overhead of the preloading phase can
be amortized as more and more applications are executed
once the launcher executes. The third phase is launching
phase of a target application, where it requires only reloca-
tion and symbol resolution of the application binary. The
final phase is running phase of the target application.

Note that in our framework, it is also possible to consider
the shared libraries that an application binary explicitly in-
vokes via dlopen, which are not detected at prelink time.
To do this, some other tool is needed for searching each ap-
plication binary for such shared libraries and instrumenting
the source code of the application so that the explicit dlopen
call can be removed, but we do not consider such a tool in
the paper.

3.3 Implementation
In order to practically use the preloading, we need to de-

termine which software platform would be used. An operat-
ing system should provide the way of dynamic linking which
allows an application to request the dynamic linker to load
and link certain shared libraries at runtime. For this pur-
pose, Linux and Windows support dlopen and LoadLibrary,
respectively.

In addition, when converting static libraries to shared ones
in order to exploit the preloading, special care should be
taken to avoid runtime errors. Generally, when a shared ob-
ject is compiled, only symbols are added by default to its
dynamic symbol table that are actually used by some other
modules. In other words, the dynamic symbol table of the
shared object does not contain those symbols that are not
referenced by other modules at compile time, even though
they may be used at runtime using dlopen(). Therefore, un-
defined symbol errors should be inevitable when an attempt
to refer such symbols is made at runtime, since the dynamic
linker tries to find symbol entries that are not in the dynamic
symbol table. To solve this problem, when compiling shared
objects, a special compiler option should be specified that
allows all symbols, not only used ones, to be added to the
dynamic symbol table. For example, GCC (GNU Compiler
Collection) supports a ”-rdynamic” option for this purpose.

We implemented the prelinking/preloading-based appli-
cation execution environment on a Linux-based embedded
system. The system configuration is shown in Table 1. In
order to augment the existing dynamic linking tool (dlopen)
with the prelinking and preloading, the dynamic linker (ld-

CPU Intel PXA Bulverde 270
Caches 32KB L1 data, 32KB L1 instruction
SDRAM 64 MB
NOR flash 64 MB

Operating system Linux 2.6.15 kernel
Dynamic linker ld-2.3.2.so (glibc 2.3.2)

Table 1: Target embedded system specification

2.3.2.so) was modified. Our application execution environ-
ment assumes that relocation and symbol resolution process
for prelinked shared libraries can be skipped by the dynamic
linker when loading them with dlopen(). However, in current
implementation of ld-2.3.2.so, such a mechanism works only
for ELF executables instead of ELF shared objects. There-
fore, we modified the dynamic linker so that it can selectively
skip the process based on whether or not an ELF shared
object is prelinked. Moreover, the dynamic linker was in-
strumented to measure performance metrics using software
timers.

To apply prelinking to the target embedded system, Red
Hat’s prelink [8] was ported to the ARM architecture. We
use it as a cross prelinker. And the preloading launcher was
implemented from scratch in C.

4. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the performance improvement of our

application execution model based on prelinking and preload-
ing compared to previous application execution models, we
have measured the launching times and total execution times
of a number of benchmark programs. The measurement has
been performed for both fork and exec and fork and dlopen
program execution models explained in Section 3. In this
section, the characteristics of the benchmark programs used
in our experiments and the measurement results with the
analysis are presented.

4.1 Benchmark Applications
We used eleven benchmark programs from three differ-

ent benchmark suites MiBench [6], MediaBench [9], and
GTKPerf [7]. We only choose programs where the number
of used shared libraries is not less than 3. The descriptions
of the benchmark programs are summarized in Table 2. For
each benchmark program, the number of shared libraries
used by each program and the portion of launching time in
the execution time of the program are shown in the fourth
and the last columns, respectively.

4.2 Execution Time
We present the measurements results of the proposed fork

and dlopen application execution model and comparison with
the results from the fork and exec application execution
model. The comparison is performed in terms of launching
time (Section 4.2.1) and total execution time (Section 4.2.2)
in the following.

4.2.1 Launching Time
Table 3 shows the launching times of applications for the

four different application execution models: Base and Prelink
correspond to fork and exec application execution models:
Base corresponds to non-prelinked fork and exec application
execution model while Prelink to prelinked fork and exec
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Application Suite Problem # of dependent % application’s
shared libraries launching time

fft MiBench Fast fourier transform computation 4 7.35%
gsm.enc MediaBench Rate speech transcoding coder based on the 4 6.28%
gsm.dec European GSM standard (encoder/decoder) 4 10.54%
gtkperf gtkperf.sourceforge.net Testing platform to run GTK+ widgets 25 2.39%
jpeg.enc MediaBench JPEG encoder/decoder 4 21.89%
jpeg.dec 4 41.92%
lame MiBench MP3 encoder/decoder 5 0.43%
mad 7 19.86%
mpeg2.enc MediaBench MPEG2 video encoder/decoder 3 0.29%
mpeg2.dec 3 1.01%
stringsearch MiBench String search using a case comparison algorithm 3 64.35%

Table 2: Benchmark applications used
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Figure 4: Launching time of the applications with different schemes

model. On the other hand, Preload and Hybrid correspond
to fork and dlopen application execution models: Preload
corresponds to non-prelinked fork and dlopen model while
Hybrid to prelinked fork and dlopen model. In Preload and
Hybrid models, the symbol resolution overheads for shared
libraries are eliminated in advance as in the cases of Prelink
model. Therefore, the difference between Preload and Hybrid
would be the symbol manipulation overheads for application
binary loading. Figure 4 shows the application launching
times normalized to the Base execution model.

In fork and exec model, Prelink reduces the launching time
up to 53 % and 36 % on average compared to Base model.
This launching time reduction is caused by elimination of re-
location time and symbol resolution time at launching phase.

In fork and dlopen model, Preload reduces the launching
time by 42 % on average compared to Base model. This re-
duction is caused by elimination of binary loading overhead
at launching phase. While Preload model performs better
than Base and Prelink models for most of the benchmark
programs, exceptions occur for mpeg2.enc and mpeg2.dec

benchmark programs. The discussion on the reason why the
programs show worse performance in Preload model than in
Prelink model is described in Section 4.3. Hybrid model per-
forms the best since the model combines both prelinking and
preloading at the same time. As a result, Hybrid achieves a

71% average reduction in the launching time. In addition,
Hybrid achieves 50% better performance on average than
Preload and this improvement is caused by the elimination
of relocation and symbol manipulation overheads.

4.2.2 Total Execution Time
Figure 5 shows the total execution times of the benchmark

programs; the total execution time includes the launching
time and the running time of each benchmark. Each bar
shows the total execution time where the portion of the
launching time is separately shown. Since the main ob-
jective of our application execution model is to reduce the
launching time of each application, the total execution time
reduction of each benchmark program is highly dependent
upon the portion of the launching time in the total execution
time (e.g., jpeg.enc, jpeg.dec, mad, and stringsearch).
As shown in the figure, the running time portion of each
application is little affected. The possibility to further re-
duce the running time of each application through fork and
dlopen model is two fold; (1) relocation and symbol reso-
lution caused by lazy binding [10] and (2) relocation, sym-
bol resolution, and binary loading caused by dlopen() calls
while an application is running. Unfortunately, even if it
is possible, the time portion in the running time is quite
small. That’s why the running time is not reduced for almost
all application. Especially for gtkperf, Prelink, Preload,
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Application Base Prelink Preload Hybrid Application Base Prelink Preload Hybrid

fft 23582 15893 12122 5841 gsm.enc 23584 15036 14517 8250
gsm.dec 23685 15838 14726 8453 gtkperf 130187 60114 22319 10444
jpeg.enc 23133 15322 13687 8107 jpeg.dec 23942 15435 13306 8469
lame 28632 19047 13491 8030 mad 34720 22499 18059 9417
mpeg2.enc 20673 13854 17198 6130 mpeg2.dec 21278 13243 17083 6590
stringsearch 20318 13651 13527 5720 average 33973 19994 15458 7768

Table 3: Launching time of applications (absolute values)
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Figure 5: Total execution time of the applications with different schemes

and Hybrid reduce the running time by 3.27%, 3.31%, and,
3.75%, respectively. This is due to the characteristic of
gtkperf which loads a number of shared libraries (1858)
using dlopen() at runtime.

On average, Prelink, Preload, and Hybrid reduce the total
execution time by 6.1%, 6.2%, and 11.3%, respectively. That
results mainly from reduced launching time.

4.3 Relocation Counts
The performance improvement by prelinking and preload-

ing would be tightly correlated with the relocation counts
of the applications during their launching and running. Fig-
ure 6 shows the relocation counts of the benchmark pro-
grams for the four application execution models. The re-
location counts are shown normalized to Base model. The
white portion of the relocation counts corresponds to those
performed at application launching phase while the black
portion to the relocation counts at running phase. The fig-
ure shows that the relocation count of Prelink model is zero
for almost all applications except for gtkperf. This is due
to the runtime characteristic of gtkperf that loads shared
libraries whose dependency information does not exist in the
dynamic section of its executable file; prelinking works only
for the shared libraries found in DT NEED entries in the
dynamic section of ELF binaries (see Section 3.2).

Preload reduces the relocation counts significantly for all
the applications compared to Base model. The difference of
the relocation counts reduction between Preload and Prelink
is due to the relocation and symbol resolution overheads of
the application itself since Preload does not use prelinked
binary image for the application itself. The resultant relo-
cation counts reduction of Preload model reaches 59 % on
average. The actual relocation and symbol binding of the

application image is typically performed at running phase
through lazy binding [10]. Eliminating such run-time relo-
cation and symbol binding overheads could be possible by
combining Prelink model and Preload model. Preload model
shows exceptionally poor performance for mpeg2.enc and
mpeg2.dec benchmark programs in the aspect of relocation
counts. The relocation counts for those benchmark pro-
grams are even quite larger than the relocation counts in
Base models.

In mpeg2.enc and mpeg2.dec, there are especially many
global symbols. Recall that the application itself is changed
to a shared object in Preload model to use fork and dlopen
model, that is, the application shared object is also position-
independent code (PIC) [10] like the shared libraries it de-
pend on. Thus the global symbols used in the application
shared object cannot be resolved before runtime, since their
real addresses are not determined until the dynamic linker
maps them. Therefore, additional relocations and symbol
resolutions could occur. Such additional relocation counts
are presented in the figure and reach up to 37 %. In other
words, the additional relocation counts for mpeg2.enc and
mpeg2.dec benchmark programs at running phase are due
to lazy binding of the procedure addresses used in the ap-
plication while the additional relocation counts at launching
phase are due to the the other global symbol resolutions; the
global symbols would be mostly data used during encoding
and decoding algorithms. The combination of prelinking
and preloading could eliminate the additional symbol res-
olution overheads since the prelinking solves the run-time
global symbol resolution problem. Hybrid model eliminates
such relocation overheads as shown in Figure 6. Hybrid has
just one relocation for main() in all applications and all
other relocations are handled by prelinking.
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Figure 6: Relocation count of the applications with different schemes.

4.4 Preloading Time
Final evaluation for our application execution model is to

compare preloading times between Preload model and Hy-
brid model. This experiment is to see the impact of the
prelinking on the preloading time of shared libraries. Since
Hybrid model uses prelinked binary, the preloading over-
head is much less than the overhead in Preload model. The
preloading time improvement is significant as the number of
shared libraries needed to be loaded increases. Therefore,
it is meaningful to see how much improvement in preload-
ing time is achieved as the number of shared libraries to
be loaded increases. To obtain the results on the preload-
ing time improvement effect by prelinking, we evaluate the
preloading time when the number of the shared libraries is
varied from 10 to 100. Figure 7 compares the preloading time
for the Preload and Hybrid models, normalized to the Preload
model. The x-axis represents the number of the shared li-
braries loaded into the launcher. The figure shows that the
impact of the preloading time reduction due to Hybrid be-
comes increasingly significant (28-71%), as the number of
the shared libraries increases.

4.5 Repeated Execution
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Figure 8: Repeated execution effects

The impact of preloading on the application launching
time improvement would be increased significantly when an
application is launched repeatedly in a system. Normally, in
consumer electronics embedded systems, some applications
are very frequently executed and thus the launching and run-
ning phases performance of the applications affect the over-
all system performance significantly. In order to quantify
the impact of preloading on the application launching time
improvement in repeated executions of a single application,

we compare the execution time of stringsearch benchmark
program between Base and Preload models in repeated exe-
cutions. The figure shows that the increase of the repeated
execution times causes a larger time difference between the
two models. This reveals that the performance improve-
ment in launching times of applications would increase sig-
nificantly as the numbers of executions of the applications
increase.

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new application execution model for

general purpose OS-based embedded systems based on pre-
linking and preloading to reduce the launching times of ap-
plications. The proposed application execution model fol-
lows fork and dlopen instead of fork and exec model. The
application execution model is implemented on an embedded
system running Linux by modifying the existing dynamic
linker.

The application execution model is categorized into four
different configurations depending on the techniques used:
Base for non-prelinked binary execution model for fork and
exec model, Prelink for prelinked binary execution model for
fork and exec model, Preload for non-prelinked binary exe-
cution model for fork and dlopen model, and Hybrid for pre-
linked binary execution model for fork and dlopen model.
Performance comparison results for the four configurations
show that Hybrid execution model improves application launch-
ing times up to 71 %, relocation counts reduction up to 91
%, and total execution times improvement of applications
up to 11.3 %.

The results indicate that the application execution model
using prelinking and preloading would be appropriate for
consumer electronics embedded systems where predetermined
set of shared libraries are commonly used, centralized appli-
cation launcher controls launching and termination of appli-
cations, and the system rarely reboots.
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